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Apron-Front Sinks



Nearly a century ago, Kohler Co. produced its first apron-front sink. Since then, this  
style has become an eye-catching centerpiece in many American kitchens.

Now you can get the apron-front look you want–from the classic farmhouse styling  
of Whitehaven® to the sleek, modern design of Vault™–whether you’re simply replacing 
your sink, refreshing your sink and counter, or completing a full kitchen remodel.

Anything  
But Ordinar y

Whitehaven® Self-Trimming® under-mount kitchen sink with tall apron K-6489-K4 (shown on cover)

Vault™ Self-Trimming top-mount kitchen sink with tall apron K-3944-1-NA (shown above)



If you want to update just your sink, an apron-front sink  
might work with your existing countertop and cabinetry. 

Keep Your  
Countertop & Cabinets

Before Vault™ Self-Trimming® top-mount  
kitchen sink with tall apron K-3942-1-NAAfter

Designed with a Self-Trimming® apron, many KOHLER® apron-front sinks require no major 
cutting and no unsightly caulk lines. They cover any cuts made during installation.

Learn why an apron-front sink is right for you at KOHLER.com/WhyApronFront

Replace



Ready to update your countertop and sink? KOHLER® Self-Trimming®  
apron-front sinks are designed to work with solid-surface counters and,  
if you choose a short apron, they may work with your existing cabinets.

Get a New Countertop  
& Keep Your Cabinets

Before After Whitehaven® Self-Trimming  
under-mount kitchen sink with  
short apron K-6488-58

Refresh



Available in short and tall apron heights, KOHLER® Self-Trimming®  
apron-front sinks can be paired with standard cabinetry or  
industry-standard apron-front sink cabinets.

Remodel Your 
Whole Kitchen

Before

Remodel

After Whitehaven® Self-Trimming  
under-mount kitchen sink with  
tall apron K-6489-58



The Complete 
Apron-Front Sink Family 

Replace Keep Your Countertop & Cabinets

Vault™ Self-Trimming® top-mount kitchen sink with tall apron*

K-3935 293⁄4" x 245⁄16" single-bowl 
K-3942-4-NA 353⁄4" x 245⁄16" single-bowl 
K-3944 353⁄4" x 245⁄16" double-bowl

Refresh Get a New Countertop & Keep Your Cabinets

Vault Self-Trimming under-mount kitchen sink with short apron*

K-3936 291⁄2" x 211⁄4" single-bowl 
K-3943 351⁄2" x 211⁄4" single-bowl 
K-3945 351⁄2" x 211⁄4" double-bowl

Whitehaven® Self-Trimming under-mount kitchen sink with short apron†

K-6486  291⁄2" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 
K-5826 321⁄2" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 
K-6488 351⁄2" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 
K-6426 351⁄2" x 219⁄16" double-bowl

Whitehaven® Self-Trimming® under-mount kitchen 
sink with tall apron and Hayridge® design K-6351-0

Remodel Remodel Your Whole Kitchen

Whitehaven Self-Trimming under-mount  
kitchen sink with tall apron†

K-6487  2911⁄16" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 

K-5827 3211⁄16" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 

K-6489 3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 

K-6427 3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" double-bowl

Whitehaven Self-Trimming under-mount  
kitchen sink with tall apron and  
Hayridge® design†

K-6351 3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" single-bowl 

K-6349 3511⁄16" x 219⁄16" double-bowl 

Dickinson® tile-in kitchen 
sink with tall apron†

K-6546 33" x 221⁄8" single-bowl

Alcott™ tile-in kitchen sink with tall apron

K-6573 25" x 22" single-bowl

Hawthorne™ tile-in kitchen sink  
with tall apron† 
K-6534 33" x 221⁄8" double-bowl

Strive® Self-Trimming under-mount  
kitchen sink with tall apron*

K-5415 351⁄2" x 211⁄4" single-bowl 

K-5416 351⁄2" x 211⁄4" double-bowl 

K-5417 291⁄2" x 211⁄4" single-bowl

† KOHLER® enameled cast iron sinks installed in North 
America carry a Lifetime Limited Warranty for as long as 
the original consumer purchaser owns his or her home. 

For more colors, styles and options, visit KOHLER.com/ApronFront

*  The Lifetime Limited Warranty is good for as long as the original consumer 
purchaser owns his or her home. To obtain complete warranty information  
call 1-800-4-KOHLER (1-800-964-5590 Canada) or go to KOHLER.com


